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this is a hack version for fsx v2.0.1 in order to use the new propeller. the
flightbeam - ksfo is created by jetflyer a.s. and provides the flight with a very

nice view of san francisco. the selection of the section, the left stick, the
throttle and the yaw are quite unique. the landing gear is connected directly to
the gear pump and the step of the main landing gear is fixed by the maximum

fuel tank. all the other items can be adjusted by fsx. the flightbeam - ksfo is
based on the fsx/fs9 model "revolution x-10" by c.b.r. i've included a download

link to the hack. you'll need to extract the zip archive to the %appdata%\x-
plane\demo directory. then, once you have the demo in that location, you

should be able to run it by going to file | run and entering the following path
(assuming you've unzipped the archive to a folder called "flightbeam"): if you
want to do this hack, i strongly recommend you grab a flightbeam license to
unlock it. however, i have a hack for the full version that i'll be releasing later

this week. i'll be posting it on my site on the day it's released, so if you want to
get a license before that, you can get one from me. this hack was done as part

of a flight simulation challenge on the steam community where you have to
hack the game for a "challenge". this hack removes a taxi light and a 3d

billboard on a taxiway in the south end of the airport and replaces them with a
runway. here is the latest flightstick with some new features and a better
integration in fsx. i have made some changes and improvements in the

flightglow, flightbeams, and flightbeams engines. also i have fixed the engine
for the cessna! the cessna was giving a lot of trouble. i hope you enjoy it!
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